
ACROSS
1. colloquialism for "contact"
infamously confused with only
its first word in a britney spears
single
6. like the name phil n. grids for
a crossword constructor
9. 2018 bet lifetime
achievement award winner
baker
10. anti anti
11. "that resonates"
13. word after "hipster" or
"street"
14. children's book series
written in dactylic tetrameter
15. she wrote the first
computer algorithm
16. "this fun fact is new to me"
18. gave up begrudgingly
23. "one, two, three, four, ____,
dos, tres, cuatro" -Pitbull
24. delivery in-person?
25. funky instrument in
thundercat's "them changes"
28. camp, maybe
29. privileged, in a way... or like
this puzzle's circled words, to a
coder?
32. a single one
33. heart chakra symbol
34. epic ___ guy
35. icon mary tyler

DOWN
1. bob or weave
2. how cowards might cower
3. like some matches and
tongues
4. whence utah, etymologically
5. faux-chummy address

6. with **t, music video filmed
in the louvre
7. safe sex drug
8. one of eight for "hadestown"
12. 6-across anagram of the
first four letters of "isolate"
13. half-___ (order at a ___e)
16. we wanted a clue here for
the highest spin in life but
couldn't decide if moving
through life quickly meant
winning
17. ineffective response to
"who has their zoom mic
muted?"
19. dank weed [fire emoji] [fire
emoji] [sunglasses emoji]

20. "are ___ tracksuits back in
style?" (google search)
21. pass, as time (big if still
true)
22. lip
25. prejudice, e.g. in machine
learning
26. kendrick with a cup song
27. goddess or moon
28. first pick (or a fortran
statement)
30. pokémon prof
31. word whose two most
overused crossword clues are
[head of england?] and [british
throne?], per 26-down
shechtman
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